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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions 

 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Highlight the key parts of a function      (3 marks)  

b) A 3-tier architecture is more advantageous than 2-tier architecture. Discuss this statement 

siting examples where possible       (2 marks) 

c) Discuss four features that makes PHP remain in use despite several other programming 

languages in existence       (4 marks) 

d) State the scripting types and give examples     (5 marks) 

e) Write a simple PHP code to connect to the database using PHP  (4 marks) 

f) State two comments in PHP language     (2 marks) 

g) Giving examples, differentiate between while and do while loop  (6 marks) 

h) Differentiate between POST and get from methods    (4 marks) 

QUESTION TWO (15 MARKS) 

a) List the functions of server and the client      (2 marks) 
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b) Peter, a web developer, needs to be advised not to incorporate too many graphics and 

objects True/False? Explain        (4 marks) 

c) Discuss two data types provided by PHP     (4 marks) 

d) PHP scripting language is an object oriented language that supports array object. State the 

three ways to construct array giving an example of each   (5 marks) 

    

      QUESTION THREE (15 MARKS) 

a) Giving examples in each case, discuss the 3 ways in which arrays can be defined in PHP 

          (4 marks)  

b) Write a PHP code to display all odd numbers from 1 to 10   (3 marks) 

c) What is a variable in PHP? Name two rules of declaring a variable in PHP (3 marks) 

d) Web designer require to be conversant with control structures in PHP. Differentiate 

between do while and while loop with an example    (5 marks) 

      

     QUESTION FOUR (15 MARKS) 

a) Give a PHP code to update a row in a table with ID=45   (3 marks) 

i. Write a PHP code to fetch the records from the database and display it into HTML 

table          (5 marks) 

ii.  Write a PHP code to connect to school database   (3 marks) 

b)  Explain the difference between static and dynamic websites   (4 marks) 

             

 QUESTION FIVE (15 MARKS) 

a) After creating a web page, explain how one can use web browser to display the contents 

            (4 marks) 

b) Peter, during his coding session had assigned a variable in PHP by $67=’age’. He had an 

error. Make the correction and explain the rules he breached  (4 marks) 

c) Differentiate between require and include functions as used in PHP  (3 marks) 

d) Discuss the difference between static dynamic websites   (4 marks) 


